Casts especially are of great value in this regard. By some strange chance it has been left to them to illumine an aspect of Michelangelo's art that has hitherto passed unnoticed, and it is an exciting aspect. For the first time we can see a number of Michelangelo's most important creations just as they appeared before they left the artist's workshop.
a painting and a relief sculpture are composed from one point of view only, the composition of a sculpture in the round is developed from innumerable points of view. In their present position, therefore, many of Michelangelo's freestanding figures tend to lose their intrinsic character and to assume some of the attributes of relief carving, with the walls supplying the background. And although some of these masterpieces were given their present positions by Michelangelo himself, there is, clearly enough, far more to them than meets the eye.
One could wish that more of Michelangelo's statues were, like the monumental David, so placed that they might be fully appreciated as sculptures in the round. Yet actually those aspects of the master's art which, by the nature of their architectural settings, have always been concealed are no longer denied us. For by an act of legerdemain, plaster casts-those friendless orphans of so many museum galleries1-combined with photography, now work a double miracle. The casts, made by the piecemold process, a technique which may be used without moving the marbles from their fixed positions, reveal what has been overlooked since first they were set in place. And photography, as our illustrations show, sets this down in a permanent visual record.
How startling a record! Like many of Michelangelo's pen and crayon sketches which were meant for himself alone, these camera views tell us once again of his absolute integrity as an artist. They show that even when he was creating a figure which he knew was des1The problem of the display of casts in the presentday museum finds one solution in the current practice of the Metropolitan Museum. Casts of renaissance sculptures are being patinated to approximate the effect of the materials of the originals (marble, terracotta, and bronze). Skilled artists are carrying out this work, begun by the WPA and continued by the Museum with the income accrued from the John Taylor Johnston Memorial Fund.
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The Indeed they serve as a reminder that the word "unfinished" when applied to Michelangelo has a very special meaning. In a real sense, of course, his marbles are all finished, for whenever an artist lays down his tools and decides to do no more, the curtain falls on the last act of that artistic production. In a narrower sense, however, some of the pieces may be called unfinished. For instance, the sculptor stopped short of completing the masculine figures of Day and Twilight for the Medici tombs. He purposely left the two heads roughly blocked out, with results that have ever since supplied scholars with material for the deepest speculation regarding his artistic intentions. The backs of the two sculptures also reflect this revolutionary treatment. For although Michelangelo restricted himself to finishing only certain minor passages, these areas give a limiting reality to the backs which otherwise are unhewn or no more than broadly generalized, making them one with the front sides. We can imagine the sculptor, with hammer and chisel in hand, working around these great blocks, as they stood in the center of his workshop, and creating, out of the dissonance of "finished" and "unfinished," works of art complete in themselves.
Casts also throw new light on those sculptures that have in part been reworked by Michelangelo's pupils, telling us the tragic story of what might have been. His Risen Christ has always remained in an artistic limbo; the figure which everyone sees in the church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome was "completed" by Pietro Urbino (who botched the job) and was then "repaired" by 48 Federigo Frizzi. As Michelangelo's friend Sebastiano del Piombo once took care to point out, it does not reveal the hand of the master. Only when we turn to the back areas-which the pupils, reasonable young men, did not trouble to recarve-do we sense the grandeur of the original composition. All the master's genius appears in that stupendous back. Similarly, the Florence Pieta, the great sculptural work of MVichelangelo's old age, was, after his death, considerably recut by Tiberio Calcagni. To see the genius of Michelangelo in this work, we must again disregard the recarved areas and turn to the rear, which offers us as brave and monumental a composition as an artist ever dreamed of. Here indeed the "unfinished" state reaches its apotheosis.
Using casts in this manner to review the sculptural works of Michelangelo also raises new points of iconographic interest. Consider for example the lovely figure of Night in the Medici Chapel. We all know that Michelangelo has endowed her with various nocturnal symbols, a crescent moon, a star, a mask, and a garland of poppies and soporific herbs, the latter, incidentally, being an Ovidian notion.2 But one other symbol of Night has by some strange fate until now escaped the notice of the countless eyes that have gazed upon her. Night holds in her right hand, which when viewed from the front is quite hidden behind her head, a round, flattish object. It is certainly the firestone or flint that, according to the late sixteenth-century writer Cesare Ripa,3 the figure of Night is often represented as holding in her hand. By striking the firestone with the steel, which Ripa describes her as grasping in the other hand, Night creates sparks to light the candle, another of her symbols.4 Ripa further records that a piece of tinder may be placed on the stone to aid in starting a flame. Does our imagination deceive us, or is the fur- Though the John Taylor Johnston collection of renaissance casts-a superb group given to the Museum over fifty years ago by its first president-contains most of Michelangelo's freestanding sculptures, it is far from complete. And since war, a deadly enemy of art studies, confines our action to local engagements, we cannot attempt here to deal with Michelangelo's work as a whole. So for our illustrations we limit ourselves to casts found in the Museum, excluding from that number such pieces as the Bacchus and the David, with which, thanks to numerous photographs, we are already familiar as sculptures completely in the round.
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